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UNIT 1

Match the words with their definitions.

1. aboriginal adj a. extremely surprising
2. accident n b. a group of young people who spend time together, often fighting with other groups
3. amazing adj c. a room or building which we use for showing works of art
4. another time d. when two people who have never met each other go out for a romantic meeting
5. art gallery n e. a friendly expression that we say before drinking an alcohol
6. as many as f. a person who has lived in a country/continent from earliest time
7. attractive adj g. narrow sticks that we use for eating East Asian food
8. blind date n h. smb whose job is to teach people to improve at a sport, skill, or school subject
9. borrow V i. a country in southeastern Europe
10. Bulgaria n j. different time
11. Cheers! k. smooth, with no high or hollow parts
12. chopsticks pin 1. to get sth from smb with the intention of giving it back after some time
13. coach n m. exactly so much as
14. cosmopolitan

adj
n. very pleasing in appearance or sound

15. couple n o. to cause smb to feel nervous, worried or uncomfortable
16. dates pin p. having people and things from many different parts of the world
17. embarrass v q. sth bad which happens that is not expected
18. excited adj r. first idea or opinion about smb
19. first

impression n
s. the sweet fruit of various types of palm tree

20. flat adj t. feeling very happy and enthusiastic
21. gang n u. two people who are married or in a romantic relationship

1. Goodness! a. when smb admires or respects you because of sth that you did or said
2. greet v b. a running race of over 26 miles
3. Have a good 

weekend!
c. a meeting in which smb asks you questions to see if you are suitable for a job

4. hurry n d. an advanced college or university degree
5. impress v e. used to express any strong emotion, especially surprise
6. interview n f. smb who takes a message or documents from one person to another
7. It doesn't 

matter
g. to welcome smb with particular words

8. journey n h. actions or decision which produce unwanted results
9. mainly adv i. used to wish smb good time
10. marathon n j. increasingly
11. Master's

degree
k. the need to move or do things more quickly than normal

12. messenger n 1. a polite way to thank smb
13. mistakes pin m. used to say that smth is not important
14. more and 

more
n. sound, which is unpleasant or loud

15. my pleasure o. the act of travelling from one place to another
16. nervous adj p. used to tell smb not to worry about smth because it is not important
17. never mind q. usually or to a large degree
18. noise n r. worried and anxious
19. nothing much s. said when two things in comparrison are the same
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